Sunda Instructions
What’s included?
1x Tent Body

(Rainfly permanetly attached)

2x Silver Arch Poles

6x Guy-out Cords

2x Python Straps

6x Stakes

2x Kanga Claw Carabiners

(with knotless hooks attached)

1x Long Red Ridge Pole
1x Footprint
1x Short Red Arch Pole

Assembling your Sunda

Transitioning to hammock mode

1 Lay out the footprint

6 Release side buckles

Ensure the footprint is set on a flat
surface, free of rocks, sticks, roots, etc.

Locate the four side release buckles at the corner of the tent floor.
Unclip the buckles to release, the tent floor will hang freely from
the rainfly.

2 Slide silver poles through silver marked sleeves

2A Slide each silver arch pole through the vertical sleeves, located at the head
and foot of the tent. 2B Connect the end of the poles to the tent pole footing.

2a

7 Pull cord through each sewn channel

7A Locate the corner loop cords on the tent floor. Unbutton loops and
pull ends together. 7B The head and foot of the tent floor should be
fully cinched after this step.

7a

2b

3 Slide long red pole through red marked sleeve

3A Slide the long red ridge pole through the pole sleeve running
horizontally along the tent body. 3B Connect pole ball tips to the ends
of the attached rainfly.

7b

3a

8 Connect carabiner to both loops

8A Connect carabiner to the other corner loop as shown and pull elastic
ridge-line adjuster taut to stabilize the tent.

7a

3b

8a

4 Slide short red pole through top ridge sleeve
4A Slide

the short red arch pole through the center, arch sleeve.
the pole ball tips to the ends of the attached rainfly.

4B Connect

4a

9 Hang Python straps and connect to Sunda

4b

Wrap Python straps around sturdy trees 13-18 feet apart. The straps
should hang just above eye level or 5-7 feet above the ground. Clip each
of the carabiners into a loop of the Python straps, the straps should
roughly hang at a 30-40 degree angle from the ground.

5 Connect tent to footprint

Connect all four lock tip tent pole feet to the footprint as shown
below. Skip this step if continuing on to hammock mode.

5a

10 Stabilize the tent

Test pressure on elevated tent with hands prior to placing full body weight
into the hammock. After adjusting height and comfort, stake out all 4
corners and 2 doors with the included adjustable guyline.

Using Sunda in hammock mode? Continue to Step 6.
Otherwise, stake down each corner and relax!

WARNING MAXIMUM WEIGHT 400 LB USE SUNDA WITH CAUTION. INHERENT RISKS EXIST. Before every use, fully inspect the hammock and
stand for snags, fraying, construction, defects, and general wear and tear. If anything suspicious is found during inspection, discontinue use immediately
and contact the Kammok team with questions. Always make sure to clear the area beneath your hammock. Inspect for objects above hammock that pose
risk of falling (e.g. dead tree limbs.) Under no circumstances should you hang your hammock more than 18 inches off the ground. Always test the
hammock to ensure it is setup correctly before putting your full weight into it. Activities other than reclining can result in injury. Do not permit children to use
unattended. Do not jump or swing aggressively in hammock. Always follow provided instructions. Do not modify the tent or hammock in any way;
modification may result in failure or injury and will void your lifetime warranty.

Our gear is built for life. Activate your lifetime warranty
by registering your product at kammok.com/register.

Designed in Austin, Texas | Made in China

